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In the decade that I've lived in Brighton, (a small artist enclave in the remains of Cincinnati's West End) I've
seen the worst of humanity to be sure. I've also witnessed some beautiful moments, and I've found proof of a
heart here, still beating. Despite the obstacles facing the community that is left, and the oncoming
gentrification slowly encroaching from OTR. There is a spirit here, but also a resignation to a battle that can't
be won.
The excellent Kenyon-Barr photo/seminar retrospective of the former West End community in Cincinnati and
its demise played a role influencing this work. As was a mural dedication for Crosley Field, and walking over
the ruins of the Eerie Canal and the abandoned subway. The back alleys of the West End, and the remains of
it influenced these words as well. The human trafficking off the main drag of Mohawk and McMicken, the
people, the pulse, and the addictions, death, love, and hope. LIFE.
This work is the culmination of all the stream of consciousness verse I recorded on my phone last year on the
streets, what I called my “walking poems”. There is a redundancy in some of the themes, but that is also part
of the sadness of this scene. The seemingly endless cycle of abuse, the repetitious movements of people
suffering, crying out for help. I care, but I'm also aware of my faults in being at arms length from the
struggle. I can't help everyone, and not everyone is looking to be saved, the downfall is inevitable sometimes.
You collect the ashes, honor the dead, bury what is left of the memories, and move forward somehow to
another year.

-Allen Lee Scott II
New Year's Eve 2018
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Perfumed skeletons of the steps
Feeble hellos, broken halos,
Remorseful goodbyes
The mark, the scar, the belief
What is left to hope for?
When you find yourself on the street
Living meal to meal, day to day
Night to night, muted screams
Weeds for flowers
Ornamental decorations
For funerals to come
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Grotesque mirrors
Our cruel reflection
With hatred and hostility
With guns in hand
Gathering storms
Bullets ring out
In the still night
The rage, the disharmony
Of souls in disrepair
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The war drums sound loudest
When the stock markets crash
The spectacle and folly
Of ludicrous wealth
Lives over dice
A game
Flesh bartered
Destroyed
Every siren, every impatient second
Before impact, before conflict
The perpetual War
The ongoing masquerade
Between the wealthy
And the so called enemy
The enemy of my brother
Isn't a real justification
For murder, to protect
The elite, the powerful
For better returns
A neighborhood adopted by people with no ownership
No stake, no skin, no dice
Slaves to the wealthy
The real estate moguls
Who let buildings rot
Leaving once stately
storefronts and homes
To fade away
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The night, in silence
Interrupted
By the sound
Of shots fired
Bullets as a motive
The sound, the echo
Of souls either in panic
Or bleeding out
Dead on the street
Or rushing for aid
Terror in the pursuit
To live-
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The game of life, over dice on the corner
In the hazy last throes of a blistered Summer
The hurt doesn't stop over these humid calamities
The pace of the city life, the prison of
Drama days filled by the game, blood and sweat
The dice are worn soft, from the toss
On curbs and concrete, steps and bricks
The sorrowful parade of youth to the game
The bickering lots, the backhanded assaults
To character, to belief, to sense of being and pride
We all slide down to temptations either given or taken
The dice show the abuse of the game
The faces show the abuse of the city
The bullets settle the score
The dead know the story
Change isn't the enemy, it's the pace
Of the destruction, the flattening
Of so many buildings and city blocks
The pace of change
Being unable to remember what was there,
before the homogenized, condo life units
Replaced the stately storefront,
or the once proud mansion
The pace of being replaced
New energy, new faces
New blood for the process
Of extracting worth from pain
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Life seems trivial and contrite
Meaningless at times
Pointless
You seem small when you realize
These valleys were carved by glaciers
Small when the Western wind brings in the fog
The winds that take the leaves from the trees
The rust colored hues in the spotlights of sun
The train stopped, the traffic crawls
A town sleeps on the river bank
The big city sleeps across the banks
Progress and prostitution
The pursuit, the path
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Voices of anger and aggression
Echo off the buildings
And ring out over the landscape
The soft glow of another sunset
Citrus and blue, true, waves of grandeur
That fall on desperate lives
In random parking lots
On abandoned steps
Broken dreams and rusted engines
Busted belts and rivets
Everyone out here is desperate
looking for escape
Everyone out here is looking for
a reason to live, to make it another day
Flashing lights with menacing stares
Looking to bust up the riot
Take down the good time
Split up the game
Hide the drink, spoil the wine
Toss out the meat, choke on the gristle
Gun the engine for pride
Look strong for the cowards
Pretend to be wise for the ignorant
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No matter what covers this land
No matter what abomination
of retail or commerce that wipes out
the rest of the buildings, wipes out...
the people from the face of this planet
You can't soak up all the blood
You can't take away all the pain
We are just innocent children
Playing in the gutters of a once great society
Walking in their sewer pits, finding beauty
In latrines, in septic tanks, littered hillsides
Walls and everything else sliding down
We are out here like children playing in the sewers
Finding beauty in the refuse,
trying to make some semblance
Of an honest life
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Obscure foundations translate the desolation
The poor live in the bombed out bunkers
That might as well have been Dresden
The graffiti is the mark of those that hurt
The mark they leave, left as a warning, a motto
These sidewalks hold the ghosts of so many before us
This conformity, this dialect, this obsession
This dream called life
The misunderstandings that death brings
And all the hearts that shed
Heartache and sweat, tears and blood
The ghosts ring out and scream for vindication
They cry in longing for form
They cry out as children
Looking for a scene, a reason
Looking for someone or something
To love or hate,
Always
Searching
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How many steps can you take?
How many lives can you save?
How many breaths can you steal
Before the heart gives up?
Again, I march up the steps
That belonged to a different generation
That took pride in the slow procession
Pride in craftsmanship, pride in adornments
Towards worship of the public good
This tiny stage, this morality play
I walk the same steps, the same streets
Every night different, every night divine
Every thought and moment a gift
To live free from guilt, free from pain
I've left behind family, cousins, and friends
That deserve so more much than I've been given
That's the hard part of living
These thoughts-
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Shell casings on the sidewalk
Indistinct cries in the distance
The slowing pace
Of a city on holiday
The quietening road
The absent traffic
Stillness, yet still
the muted screams
I can't see the source
yet I know the cause
I see it before me everyday
Laid out, like tract marks on an arm
or churches dotting the thoroughfare
From bombed out stone structures
To remodeled glories that pay testimony
to the pocket books of the affluent
The pace slows, the birds chirp
The steps slow, the traffic rolls
Quietly along
Grotesque shadows on these granite facades
How much suffering has known this curve?
How many sacrifices have laid down on this broken road?
Under the watch of these old buildings
Under the gaze of the setting sun, the stars, the moon, the planets
Galaxies and Universes
Spinning uncontrollably outside my reach, my vision
Outside my realm of interpretation
This is life, and it's only life
That can grant you this
It's only life that gives you a chance
To love-
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A hundred years of scars, on these steps
The stench of urine and feces, decay
'An the rotting, the ever present decline
Canals once moved commerce, dreams, and lives
Now they move traffickers, flesh peddlers
A bathroom for the transient homeless
The vagrants and the hopelessly addicted
I can claim disappointment, in myself
Down here in the exhaust fume aftermath
A lifetime of living low
Birds fighting in the trees at dusk
Bats clamoring for their night time meal
The last dollar, the last dime
Barely a breath left, marginalized
A man, obsolete
Peace comes in tides,
the sunset
Redemption
I welcome the end, and I know
Death, a friend, will take them one by one
Until I am the last
The past
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To retreat into the hillsides, on these ancient lands
In these historical parks, on this hundred year old stone ledge
Looking out over the valley, the rim of a craterWhen you see the Ohio River escape into the cliffs
You understand, why this land became
An outpost, a military base
A hub of transit and transport
Of goods and people
Of beliefs and dreams
Of greed and glory
I look out over the valley, I see all that promise and potential
Whether good or benign, whether corrupt or noble
To look out onto the rails, the shipyards
The slow hum, the slow growl
Of commerce, and the lumbering trains
Delivering their goods to market
I look to the highway, the great vein
The artery, the jugular of the East coast
Where buffalo once stampeded
Made their way through the forest
These became our roads
The mountainous trails
of the Native Americans
These became our parks
When I stand on these historical grounds
I think about the man, a hundred years ago
Sitting on the same stone ledge
Admiring the birds overhead,
the rustling of the leaves
The Western wind against his face
This is mortality, this is understanding
All of this is transient and fading
Downhill
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To pass through a door, when the fog lays low on the river
The city disappears, the skyscrapers dissolve into blackness
The hushed reverence of the steamboat captains, the coal barges tow
Drifting slowly down the stream, the current, the heart and pulse
Of a city, born from woods, buffalo trails, opportunity West
To reach out, through the milk white sky of the early morning fog
This gray shroud, falls and lifts to reveal progress
Neon signs, and lit bridges and roads appear as if from nothing
A different time, a different era
I see the city as a beacon
For frightened souls fighting to survive
They condemned and murdered the Native Americans
for their own futures, the slit throat mentality
this burgeoning sorrow, a cataclysmic worldview
of principle and gain, of respect, for respect
Lacking respect
Pride above all else-
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Those desperate lives carved out these hillsides
Defined these roads, these lines of commerce and division
Sanctity and profit
They are the callous heart,
that measures progress,
In capital and gain
As the cloak pulls back its dim mantle
Its silken cloak reveals in block neon letters
A city
Cincinnati
Before that, Losantiville
Before that, Shawnee, Hopewell
Before that, the buffalo
Before that, the ice
The glaciers that advanced
That carved this river valley
Soon the curtain will be lifted
The sun will rise
The rolling slick sick glide
Of tires meeting rain drenched asphalt
Headlights through the soup
That is this humid Fall morning
The start of the workday, of the grind
The pulse quickens the prison cells of hunger
The need to feed, to support
Rolls into the heart, these arteries
These Roman principles of Empire, of downfall
Of corruption and pettiness
Infighting, Division
The racist notions that have survived
As long as man
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This evolution to de-evolution
This rabid, rapid pursuit
For purpose, meaning
For some sense of understanding
A fleeting nostalgia
The haze slowly lifts, reveals
The parallel lines of concrete and steel
These monuments of retail and offices
This commercial destiny
The railways waking, as engines stir
Steams angrily and takes the bridge
Into the shipyards, the rail lines
That feed the enemies of the people
Into the heart of the rust belt
The Queen city awakens
Her crown, her majesty
Hovers over the fog
That splits the city wide
Like glowing vessels
Spaceships appearing,
in the early morning sky
Disembodied, floating
Hovering over the lives
Of so many
Reveal yourselfShow me who you are,
this river snake, coiled
A serpentine dreamer
My lover
These are the jewels of a coal heart
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Amid the daily routine of the vagrants
Living in the bombed out remnants
Of a once proud part of town
Those that scratch out their existence
In whichever way they can
Bottles and cans, recycling
Stealing wire and brass fittings
From dilapidated homes
Old washers and air conditioners
Purveyors of the scrap yard life
They linger around
what can at best be called
open sewers or urinals
You get used to the smell
Upwind, avoiding the areas
Trying to not let it become something
Out of sight or out of mind
Always there, lingering
Always there, reminding
All it takes is a few bad breaks
Lose a job, lose a husband
Lose a wife, lose a child
Gain an addiction
You become “one of them”
There's an inherent freedom in dreaming
To be free from all of this
Universal possibilities
Live low, live cheap, live honest
Love and travel
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There's really nothing left to say,
or do in this world
We have arrived, at the end of an era
An epoch on this realm of influence
This cycle of wealth and decline
The seasons of remembrance
The charmed life, the city life
Free to explore history
This firmament, this Earth, this sturdy ground that we walk upon.
Is built upon the burdens of those that struggled, their shoulders
The blood and sweat of generations
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The police cruisers,
cruise...
Paying no mind,
to the head of the parade
That circles around them
The junkies, the blowouts
The scabbed elbows
bony knees, hollowed cheeks
The distant stare in their eyes
Lost souls with no good intentions
The spine on the side of
This ugly parade of hookers and johns
Pimps and addicts
The wasted blonde
Spinning, dancing on the corner
In a drug frenzied ballet
The cruisers cruise...
Yet they don't see it
They don't want to see it
To oblige human decency
On the corner, half naked
A hoodie and half a person
The dragging sick,
looking for the next hook up
the next fix
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Seekers of the beat, seekers of the heat
Seekers of the laugh on the street
On the creek by the break of dawn
The metronome quirks and the curios advances
Young faces, the misleading cycles of defeat
These are the halcyon days, the glory of winding down
The moon cowers and hangs low
Over the buildings on the hillsides
Obscuring the bleak desperation
Living low, in carved out hovels
Waiting for the end
No skin on the bone, no pride
No investment from the city
You don't fade away,
You're merely replaced
Cleaned out, shined up
A new coat of paint
A couple new locks
Forced outForced down, beat down
The machine rages on
Condemns and enslaves
Tests the courage
That most men flee
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The hard cough a sign, a warning
She won't last another season out here
Hard lessons, and who is the real victim?
Barefoot and hopeless on the main drag
She begs for acknowledgment
For forgiveness
Sheds tears
She doesn't deserve this,
She's done everything
That HE has asked
No ambiguity over what she's done
Over the price she paid, the dignity lost
With whatever pride that is left
The hooker and the pimp
Lady and the Beast
The abused, and the abuser
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At odds with these obvious
Disfigurements
The scars, the pock marked lesions
On the arms, paper thin, tired veins
The way the shoes slip off
The pits in the cheeks of the face
The erratic way she pulls on her pony tail
Twitching her head to the side
Then the marks become quite obvious
And the pain becomes quite understandable
The paupers hang, standing guard
With swagger and swag
In their shitty cars and softball shorts
Three hundred dollar Air Jordan's
Fake gold chains, fake hard attitudes
Their fake ass lives
Ball cap backwards
The precious snow white soles
Of those expensive shoes
When they haven't seen a gym
In decades,
The middle-aged,
burnt out prophets of the gutter
These sad relics of,
A community that was snuffed out
For the oncoming wave
Like the Europeans
To the Native Americans
They have arrived to shore
Whether admitted or not,
it's guaranteed
The slow procession
From crime to welfare
This systemic oppression
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How so many of the burnouts look the same,
is downright frightening
The basketball shorts, the belly and baldness
The brown paper bags holding, hiding the malt liquor
So many signs all around of oppression
Paupers and princes, hustlers and gigolos
prostitutes and johns, pimps watching over the curse
Til it all falls down
Hazy Sunday Limelight
as the black police chopper
Circles the West End,
Searching, searching...
For criminals, for profit
Persecution
Circling, searching
Seeking out the guilty
and the innocent
Fear in the sky
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The morning after,
As the worn out,
Busted out street side gangsters
With their sagging pants, blank stares
Have already hit the strip
Seeking the day's score
Looking for today's mark
The skeletal remains
Of the hookers on the walk
The peculiar garbage
Scabs, busted street balloons
and empty beer cans
Needles and stray cats
that greet you with fleas
Disease
The beat goes on, the morning after
The day after
The waking shock,
the morning light
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There is no division
Coming from poor Appalachia
There is no sense of privilege
Kids playing in the alley, screaming
The Lazarus lizards crawling down the steps
The Sun glaring, preparing the streets for another
Blistering Summer of guns and redemption
Of blood and respect and pride
Innocence Lost
Families thriving or dying
A tired people going nowhere
Slowly replaced
These are the last days
Before they arrive
first with paved roads,
bike lanes
A fresh coat of paint
They know they're coming
Like the White man
To the Native American
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Hard days on the line
With the brutal realizations
That Cincinnati's West Side
Could have been another Harlem
A true renaissance
Of the spirit, of the arts
Of the community
Of business and culture
Something real, something tangible
Something truly American
From poor Appalachian
From the hills and the mountains
German and Irish immigrants
That settled the West side
with slaughterhouses, canning factories
All ghosts of the great highway
The Eerie canal
All these remnants, of what is left
After the racist heart of the Seven Hills
of Cincinnati
Reached down into the city
And cut off progress,
Killed the subway
To kill a community
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We live among the broke down haunts,
out on the fringe, the outer realms
Of scarcity, starvation, addiction, and desolation in the slums
Strange bedfellows, the punks and the artists breathing life
Into the skeleton of former glories, a once thriving community
When we speak of the Harlem renaissance
We understand, the Cincinnati that could have beenMake no mistake, of the racist intent
Of urban “renewal” and salvation
The vultures swooped down from the hills
For the carcass that remained
Oblivious to the pain
Misunderstanding destitution
Slandering progress
Ignoring heritage
Where you see the ghetto
I see systemic oppression
Where you see ugliness
I see beauty
'An another life of potential
Destroyed by greed
Distorted by hate
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Age doesn't make you wise,
There isn't wisdom in living
Decades on end, without knowing
Without questioning
I've met old men dumb as dirt
Twenty years off the mark
Blindly following the rhetoric
Of yesteryear, vague notions
Of some lost decade, lost names
Addresses, empty fields, buildings gone
Just the remnants of a patch work heart
A community of thirty thousand people
Just disappeared with concrete and one story factories
No regard to land or family, or community
To the struggle
After all these years you try to come to terms
With the displacement, the inner city genocide
The reckless abandonment of everything decent
And morally kind, to try to make peace with this
To say I can live through this, but it's not enough
I never asked for this, to be born into this
I've never killed a man or spilled blood over property
For advancement over race, I never hurt my fellow man
In the pursuit of happiness
You step aside and let life take you where it must
I never asked for this, I never wanted this
I've never enslaved
My brother or sister
In the pursuit of love.
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The city life
Random souls
It's not the cigarette that they ask for
It's not the phone that they ask to use
It's the soul of a human being pleading,
For help to assuage the brutality of the street
Keep walking the line,
'Til you see the brutal realizations
Of what greed and racism can do,
A generalization of hatred
A common ground of rage
Jealously and anger
Towards anyone
Slighted, or disrespected
Life can be overwhelming at times,
Hold on.
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Walking these streets,
Down in once was a park
On the West End
Like the community
They destroyed and displaced
So many families
For warehouse space, storage
Blank acreage for trucks and semis
They wiped out the most vulnerable neighborhoods
And then expect you to believe, that the displacement
Wasn't racist, that urban renewal wasn't another language
For hatred and greed
As you grow older, you reach back into time
Looking for something solid, something real
To tell you that you lived through it, somehow survived it
It is difficult to remember when your childhood home
Is now a parking lot, when the street you played on
Has been reduced to a playground for the elite
When the parks you played in as a child
Are paved over for new roads
When the building you knew
Like the back of your hand...
You forget, you forget
You lose a part of yourself, you lose those memories
That sustained you and solidified you as a human
And in as much as you're in the way of progress
You become a statistic, you become unworthy of living
In the nice, new clean areas, you become relegated to the shadows
You drift away from living, you merely survive day to day
Waiting for Death to call you home.
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We're all so very close, to being a part
of that homeless camp under the bridge
A lost paycheck, a lost family member
Lost prospects, a loss of hope
We're all so very close, to the homeless
Struggling to get by day by day
searching out amenities we take for granted
fresh water, toiletries, electric, walls, floors, doors
There is a different kind of pride when you're living in a cardboard box
In the bombed out remains of a garage near the highway
The humble decor of empty bottles and graffiti
Broken glass, newspaper, and fragments of clothing
Small things that once bore some kind of usefulness
Mostly ignored by the gallantry and pageantry
The cruel parade of custom wheels and chrome rims
The soft underbelly glow of neon lights
On cars that could sustain a family for years
So I walk and I try to live small, stay low to the ground
I bear no ill will to any man that must walk in this

The polluted skies lay heavy and low
Each breath labored, all around
Eyes that pry looking for a mark
looking for prey, another fix
Another night
Free from the pain
Of the living
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At times, one must simply acknowledge
The sheer capacity for human suffering
Literal pain, the ignorance they stand behind
They've become the vile underbelly that surrounds us
They've become the trash, the forgotten shards of lives
Gunshots or fireworks?
Everyday is a holiday or
a tragedy
in this America
At times, they both sound similar
Joy and pain
Love and murder
The faint transparency of a well earned life,
of a brief respite from the rapid fire forms
Of cowardice or confrontation
An armistice over warring factions
The good man, the corrupt man, or the corruptible
We are all somewhere in between these worlds
Of absolute terror or absolute beauty
To be able to see
I stand with no delusion
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Slowly, over decades
Slowly, over decades
We have evolved, voiceless
Nameless, under the thumb
Of oppression, that slight of hand
The magician-hero-politician, the criminal
That guides you to poverty
Generational and despondent
The good will of millions
Against the tyranny of so few
Is the only notion holding us together
This collective spirit
Of freedom, democracy
With the general kindness
Of strangers
When that good will has grown distorted
When the nameless feel as if they have no voice
The collective spirit of a generation recedes
Into the dark night of silence and surrender
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A field of fireflies, illuminating a quiet night
Interrupted by gunfire, sirens, and screams
This American dream, solemnly in the soft glow
This mourning, if for the sense of hope that faded
With hushed voices, we simmer contently in fear
Waiting for the acceptance to stand tall and declare
This country is for the people, not the corporations
That have stolen our rights, our blood for the machine
The racist heart was born to divide
The Master race, is a lie
To perpetuate superiority
A myth
Like a long cast shadow from a different time
Spanning generations and decades on end
Prejudice is as cultivated as a cotton field
And we are all slaves to that corruption
Complicit in hatred or in silence
We divide ourselves-
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There has always been this War
Between those content to survive
Settling for the complacency
Of a “happy” life, grateful
For the chance,
at subjugation
Thank you Commander
So that I can see, wheat fields
bountiful and pure
To serve wealth
Hunger
Is an unfortunate
Circumstance
Towards profit
The barons and the bastards
The vultures at the gate
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We are born
We live a meager life
Somehow, expected
To be grateful
The dream is taxed
A hostage to success
The capitalist creed
A cyclical defeatism
We are born
To reproduce, to consume
To march in obedience
Towards that consumption
Breathe deep, believe the dream
Don't question the origin of the tech
The toil, the sweat, the exploitation
Don't question the source
Believe the lie
Remember this moment, this glorious day
A resolute peace by one hand, a dream
Yet bloodshed marks the response,
When a campaign promise
Leads to the death
Of thousands
Whose hands are covered in blood?
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They see missiles streaking through the air
Yet fail to realize the human loss, the bloodshed
By our own hands, complicit in our silence, or
directly in the bigoted choices, voices, and votes
You see a justified reaction in killing innocent people
You become the talking points, the sickening rhetoric
Of hatred, misogyny, ignorance, and a racist heart
You feel threatened, you feel lost, hopeless
I understand
Yet, you must understand
We, this collective being
This democracy
Will be judged
Harshly
In the decades
Ahead
History will show our misguided
American agenda
Unkindly
We are the murderous rage
That destroys countries
For greed
Blood as oil, oil for blood
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The base, the ignorant base
White nationalist fear
At the heart
Of the decay
Is this where America dies?
On the immigrant lie?
The debasing of nations
The separation of children
As a bargaining ploy
The art of the deal
Is despicable and rotten
A fabricated division
Cruelty at the heart
Of the decay
The slow decline
A thousand years
Of heartache
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Shame, the weapon of so many generations
With hearts to mourn the life lived in shadows
Condemnations from the hypocritical oppressor
Words of scorn, proclamations of disappointment
The kind of hatred that pushes fear into law
Fear of love, fear of liberty, fear of change
The kind of person that abandons understanding
Critical thought, and the ability to careLife, the scourge
The scoundrel
Taking everything
Meaningful
And loved,
Away.
There is nothing you can do now,
what promise once was
Is nothing, nothing
Regrets are petty and meaningless
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On the Metro, the daily commute
You see the evidence of hard choices
Young, poor Mothers struggling with strollers
Toddlers, and the life of systemic poverty
That plays out in a cruel, tedious precision
As the EvangelicalChristian Nation
Gives rise to fascist,
Ego-maniacal tyranny
In the name of God
To condemn, to control
The life that is yet born
The years play out in small victories, great defeats
One tragedy away from losing everything in the fall
Daughters lost, Sons lost in the deluge of vice, crime
The hopelessness of so many dreams lost, victims on the line
On the take, in the pursuit of status and false convictions
The billionaires hand,
Serves no Justice
Gives voice to division
Revels in turmoil
In the name of country
To blame, to manipulate
The bastards of the old guard
The family lost in struggle
The American yet born
Freedom is a casual lie
When struggle is commonplace
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Disheartening and helpless
This parade of destitution
The grim reality of survivors
Trying to survive
You see the scars, the restless
Need for the next fix
The slow onslaught
Of the streets reclamation
A pain that elicits questions,
How did they get to this place?
What trauma caused this desperation?
Self-inflicted? Family? Life?
Nothing ahead to look forward to
Living day to day, the procession
Waiting for life to close
Waiting for the end of pain
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DishearteningAs the cold settles down low
Into the valley, deep in the bones
Of the street walkers
Hand to mouth,
Blowing smoke
Behind the gaze
The constant watch
Of the brutal hand
The heavy, hidden hand
Breaking the necks
Of the less fortunate
The struggle life
The day to day grind
Of living beneath
The clean sidewalks
Of affluence
To be disregarded
Less than human
Ass to sell the sin
For another meal
Another fix
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At times, I consider the sanity
In all this death
Suicide and sickness
The farewell
GriefIs handed down from one generation
To the next
The ritual, the burial
The process of letting go
You become the patron of funeral homes
Delight in the small talk over casseroles
Have your best suit pressed and at the ready
Life is so sudden, the goodbyes too soon
I remember all her mourning glory
I, the chaperon of death, in my loyal darkness
We, made quite the couple on the funeral scene
One by one, she slowly raised the flag of defeat
No more Death, show me no more
Who do you turn to, when all of your friends are dead?
When you have seen so much youth wasted, destroyed?
No more Death, show me no more
Let me be free from all of this sorrow
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The ritual becomes something artificial
How did we get here?
From the funeral pyre
To the this plastic
Mourning
A part of the city dies
Yet the streets still ring out
In movement and tone
A legend passes
The city yawns
Has changed
Has evolved
The charm that made us,
is the charm that seals our fates
Better served a memory
Then a living artifact
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I am the spark
Set in motion
Amid billions
Of years, stars
This explosion
This life, I am
Immaculate
In my dream
Fighting the low
Tide of self pity
The spark, the tiny light of hope, in my hands like a fragile flower
This glowing spirit, this life finds a way to survive, fight
For the moments that make it worth-whiled again, celebrates
The beauty of the world and its fragile existence, fighting
To keep the light aloft, to give hope vital breath, brilliance
These are dark times, with darker days ahead, assured
Cast away those feelings of anger, there is nothing you can do
To save them, to save your city, your street, your house, family
Let life breathe, let it take you where it must, but hold onto life
A soul, birthed among stars
Collected in the dust
The swirling chaos
Of the universe
Arrives, here
As history
Who are you to deny that soul the chance?
Who are you to ridicule the poor child?
Who are you to condemn someone abused?
Who are you to think yourself above the fray?
The suffering hand by which you dictate complacency
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8:55 P.M.
On a Tuesday
'An shots ring out over the hills
As the trains roll by in unison
Click clack, click clack over the rails
Over the history of man
Over the bricks and mortar
The asphalt and the lines
That divide the streets
and the people of the West End
The city, the life, the death
The many sorrows, all the sadness
Of everyone, in crushing tones
Intolerable at times
This burden
On the outskirts of town
Out on the periphery
The distant notions of the wealthy
Of the city and the privileged few
That dominate and control the lives of so many
The sometimes innocent people, bound in by the bricks
The barriers, the highways and the freeways
Bound in by life, by fate, by bad decisions
Out here on the periphery
A lone American flag in the distance
Trying to find some symbol of meaning
For some, nothing more than cloth
Out on the periphery
We are Godless
With No Borders
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Out on the precipice
Out on the desolate periphery
Of understanding, of values, morals
Of discipline and honor
We're out here on the edge
The charm has become
The million dollar loft
The struggle has become
The urban refuge from the suburban sprawl
The shit of a so called middle class
Out here on the precipice
Where the artist redeems
The value of something lost
Out here on the precipice
Trying to let go
Say farewell
Trying to find clarity and peace
In the crippling heat and humidity
Before another Midwestern sunset
A rust belt dreamer
Out on the edge of everything decent
Out on the edge of everything sacred
The flesh, the flesh
The steel
The ground
I walk over
Concrete
And rust
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Out on the periphery
The edge, the daily grind
The failing
Surrender
Sacrificed
For nothing
Letting go, is the hardest part
When all your failures return
Raw, neglected, and alive again
Where was I in the storm?
You lose yourself over time
The forgotten in lapses of life
The indignities of living low
Where were you in the end?
Letting go,
Of youth, of dreams, of a future
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In the distance, I saw your unmistakable
Silhouette, frame and style
The nonchalant, cool mistress
Of the damning spectacle
The trail of hearts
Broken, palpable
In the uneasiness
Of two friends at odds
One in love
One in love
Through the crowds, the low din of the chatter-lings
The worker bee's hum and vibration
I saw your heart above the rush
I called out in the dimly lit hall
Made my way to your side, at last
To find your ghost still shaking
Yet left searching, still scarred
Carrying burdens
Greater than life
To show kindness to the beaten dog
To show compassion, affection
Is to be met with loyalty
There has never been a time,
free from the maddening obstacles
Of the inner city struggle, both irrational and cruel
Telling the soul in turmoil
You are nothing, to no one
Your very existence is a burden
On systems of control
We live on the periphery
the outskirts, the edge of the city
In fragile communities
A real estate mogul away
from obsolescence
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Life, at times is haunting
The repetitive motions
Of the day to day grind
The ghosts of who we were
Lingering in the shadows
We lose years here
Never knowing
Our true hearts
I see you at a distance, happy
You arrive home, loved
Contentment is knowing
That the past is protected
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I remember glowing
In the radiance of my one true self
Spilling words into the void
Finding my voice
In the strained wailing
With all the other lost souls
You cannot imagine the loss when you're in love
The creeping distance of some far off tragedy
The joke becomes the narrative of a defeated man
That somehow shields the wounded spirit
When the truth is right before your eyes
Losing everything is relative when you're still aliveBreathe in,
breathe out
Inhale/Exhale
Return home, return to the stoop, the corner, the streets
Become a part of the tapestry once again, shed notions
Of aging, of success, of pride, wasted anger over life
Return to the original spark, the grand entrance
Tip a hat, an eye, a gesture of respect to those that have passed
Raise a glass to those that didn't make the journey
Breathe in,
breathe out
Inhale/Exhale
Take in the sweetness of the air, the cool breeze
Life can become simple again, can be reborn
To a greater understanding, the self actualization
Of the true self
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Do you understand,
When I look at you that way
Everything is awful
Yet suddenly OK
Attitude
Is sexy incarnate
That carefree
Selfless toss
Of inhibition
Knowing
Caring
Loving
A laugh
That heals
All souls
in passing
A smile
That melts
All pain
in knowing

Pain is not being enough, or
Just enough, barely.
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Part of me always wanted your boundless love,
The kind you give to the far corners of the city
'An scream from the rooftops, proclaim it proudly
Loudly, the kind of love that awakens the spirit
Shakes off the leaves of disappointment,
that lonely coat of bitterness,
A season alone
That truth, is out there in transparent waves
Echoes of the generous soul, the guardian
Life, like a black canopy lowered over our heads
Learning, reminiscing, reciting the time spent
There is a beautiful surrender
To the days given
In love and kindness
A heart we can aspire to-
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When the streets become prenaturally quiet
The uneasy reconcilliation between fear and paranoia
Rears itself mundane, a simple passage
Between the maddening rush
'An the beauty of peace

If even for a moment, we are eternal, connected
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The long slumber, to find grace in our frailty
Opening the senses to the healing nature
Of connectivity, of leaving pain behind
Forgetting the human condition
Finding peace in soft hues
Of deep sea blues, subtle grays
Streaks of light
Sunset/Sunrise
With every breath
I am reborn, I am alive
I accept Death
Mother redeemer, Sister healer
I am in awe of your nature
My path is laid before you,
There is no fear in my truth
I've suffered, I've almost died
All evident, divine in the wake
I stand humbled by your love
I open myself to show the pain
Of a decade removed, the loss
The heartache of living
I cannot be ashamed of my sorrow
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Sometimes, I feel embarrassed
To be alive
The frailties of our bodies
Become a joke to assuage fear
I don't know why I'm alive
I wanted to be brave for you
Somehow impress, or inspire
To not show weakness
In the end, we are all just human
Crying, purging the corruption
Of this nonsensical, cruel world
One moment you are free from the struggle
From all the worries and premonitions of fate
The next moment finds you ill,
Throwing up bile, disappointment, anger
Leaving regrets in the gutter
With stomach acid, blood, and water
And all those undigested petty notions of the self, the front
the facade, the failed expectations of a wasted life, a fool
That doesn't understand love, or kindness
With contempt for the loathing self
Purged. Forgotten.
Moving forward, Sister Mother
I arrive cleansed, I am free now
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Love,
The fevered doubter
Destroys ambition.
Love,
Nobility in the pain
Just brief episodes
Of splendor
Calm amid the repeated beatings
The give and take of time
Man made burdens
Meant only to bind
I want to see you free
Far from this failed dream
The dreaded repetitions
Of hope and defeat
I want you to believe
In a utopia
Free from the hatred
The limitations
Of superstitions
Ritual
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I saw you once in a crowd
In the center of town, unaware
Easy and unpronounced
Graceful and knowing
The changeling
growing, loving
Dreaming of a life
That in the end
I never
Became.
Life, the Redeemer
And the thief
Taking memories
Beautiful
And loved,
Away.
There comes a day when there is nothing left of the self
Is nothing, remains nothing
Mocks the shadow of your vanity
I saw you once in a crowd
And I knew you were the center,
Of that patch work heart scene
Mother to so many
In spirit if not words
Taking life
Joyous and mundane
With the same,
Easy Smile
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I never proclaimed the word perfection
I never put myself above the crowd
I just wanted to be a simple man
Tired of the fight to prove myself
Others will silence you, censor you
Condemn you to the same fate
Exert power, a systemic malfeasance
The patriarchal hand is not mine
I've seen the worst of man
I've watched my brother flail
With expectations of privilege
With expectations of our sisters
To obey, to subjugate themselves
Against their own best interests
The hypocrisy of beauty and love
The life taken for granted
Is your downfall
Some days, I have doubts
That this is everything
Worth fighting for
When I've fought my whole life
When I was a child, my Father was absent, or distant
Drunk at the corner bar, drunk in the gutter
Fighting other drunk men for respect
Fighting with fists and words
Meant to denigrate and inflame
The meanest of hearts, the abused
Becomes the abuser and howls
Rails against lifeTo stand accused, as part of the problem and not the solution
Is a painful reminder of gender, of the historic condemnation
That man has forced upon women and the racist motives
Of the ruling class
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Father,
I am not your graven shroud
The ashes you are now
Or the memories they prop up
Like a corpse in the corner
The tales grow taller
Love takes root, despite darkness
Your best suit
Is a Goodwill
funeral bin buy
There is nothing of your former life,
That speaks to me now that you are gone
I can't even remember the day that you died
I remember you most, from the stale aftershave
Of beer, cigarettes, and that dive bar stagnation
That reeks of piss and pints, the beaten down men of nowhere
Embalming the body, slowly, for the final procession
The grand farewell, the celebration of your passing
From drunkard to legend, from swine to hero
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Elegy Season
Your smile carried like an elegy
On the wind, deep from where we started
Omniscient
Divine
Giving
I saw the grieving gestures, the hollow eyes
You knew sorrow, from deep wells inside
Sacrosanct
Yet still potent
Caring
'An now the elegy becomes you
Never portraying the generosity of that laugh
Divinity
Stolen
Forever
There was so much more to show you
In this world, yet somehow you knew
Eternity
Forever.
We all return one day, to the well springs of our youth
To the tree of life, the great oak, with tire swings and rope
Delighting in the Summer time treats, listening to the insects hum
The gradual loss of innocence, our first true setting sun, our first kiss
The anticipation, of something far greater than any small town could hold
We burst free, burn brightly for all, hold the sadness at bay for everyone
A path leading you to forgiveness, humility, graciousness, and charm
Yet, there is a price
In knowledge
To see pain
To see love
To feel light
We are all
Defective
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Little girl, I see you
Here, in this place we call home
I see you
Running through the hall
Playing games
Of chase
And chance
I see that smile
I know your face
I hear that laughter
Ringing out in waves
That unbridled joy of the little girl
We know you lived YOUR life
You lived three
The firecracker, the punk
The revolutionary
The singer
The songs
The sounds
The soul
Lay into my arms
Little girl
The pain is gone now
Rest
Sleep
The world of shit
No longer concerns the spirit
Take your leave
Let the spirit soar, echo
'An ring out over the city
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Once you understand the pain of this world
Once the ugliness envelopes you, the world becomes smaller
Archetypes give way to the individual, the true human
Become people
Stories
Become life
We are here, together for the ride
No matter the pain
No matter the heartache
Love
Truly conquers all
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In the Summer, we wept
'an in a nameless alley
in the shadowed recesses
of brick, blood, and decay
I screamed your name,
with shattered glass obscenities
on broken promise, youth
unfulfilled dreams wasted
Spent in disbelief,
Disillusioned
Taken so soon
Anger knows no bounds
When reverberating out into the universe
You find strength to raze walls
Destroy fences, smash bottles
Cry 'til the sun no longer finds
The rage behind your eyes
There is no shame
Only the realization
Of the end
No more Sunday mornings coming down
High on life, laughter, memories and love
I want to hold you against the pain
Stop the relentless tide of nausea
Not born for this world
Suffering from the spark
OutwardThe poison enters the stream,
Intertwines the nerves
With stimulation and despair
You hurt as others would,
Bleed like others would
Hope for better days, when you know
The Truth-
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To strip the ego away
To expose the raw nerve
The muscle and sinew
Holding together validation
Hope and failure
This life
Is incomplete
without suffering
To meet the wall head on
To overcome doubt
To let go
To understand
True Freedom
The day arrives, to love, defeated
Cold realities, harsh truths
You were never good enough
You suffer in your own way
Petty and insignificant
Time can be cruel
Heartless, and distant
From the spark
Radiate, Sister
Be brave
Life, is brilliant, regardless
Of any unhappiness
You may possess
Better served, a stranger
Then a burden
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The passing years, the expanse of time
Does nothing to lessen the severity
Of never being loved...
Enough
The growing detachment from life's potential
And the hard realities of living down
Of never being moved...
Enough
I want more
I need more
Love
Love,
Is the word
That separates the man from the principle
Of the word made flesh, of joy and devotion
'An the reason to live and give anew each day
The spirit and the longing, the struggle
To be loved
I want to see declarations of the belief
The suspension of realities set forth
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The community, is not the buildings that stand
As relics to some glory of yesteryear or your tomorrow
It is the heart of the souls that care for those in need
That brings groceries to the park, gives ice cream to kids
'An a little hope to the people lost in the dying days
Of a neighborhood on the verge of collapse
Or a neighborhood on the verge of success
The forgotten ones, with hearts
That sustain a community
Is the heart they destroy
For profit, for glory
That smile, that generous hug and greeting
Is a gesture that sustains a city block
Greets strangers with open arms
Gives prayers and blessings to all
Without asking much of this world
Other than peace, love, and happiness
How far, have we fallen
When these kind hearts
Become the enemy
The feeling, rises from down low,
In the recesses of everything painful
A pain that is both divine and terrifying,
A pristine, crystal clear self loathing
Glorious in the destruction,
The tearing apart of the sad cycles that encircle
Everything good and redeeming in this life,
The passage of so much good will
That saves the soul but not the street -
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On the scene, the crotch rockets snarl
That grips the road and laughs, off in the distance
It makes a mockery of the working man
It makes a mockery of the walking man
It breathes and spits fire in spite of calloused hands
It roars and groans, breathes smokes like a great beast
Conquering the night and asphalt
Meeting the streetlights glare, moving forward
Desperately seeking for rhyme or reason
In all this madness
Ultimately,
the lowest
Denomination
Returns to the Common
Turns to the bass
The incomprehensible thump
Of speakers
More expensive
Than the car
Distorted, Incoherent
Misogynistic rants
Melodies, Shouts
Of injustice, respect
Manic transitions
Between radio cuts
Funk and gospel
Dysfunctional
Schizophrenic
Pop-Country-Rap
Garbage for the soul
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Life like a wire, pulled taunt
Strangling life, constricting hope
They live life on the wire
Playing out the string
Waiting for Death
To set them free
They live behind fear
Cower behind verses
Lash out in threats
Of a violent
Alcoholic rage
I have no coins to spare, no love to give, no mercy
You want to lie down in the street like a dog?
Foaming at the mouth, yelling for respect and mercy?
There is no respect for the man that declares it owed
As a birthright, an allowance of distance, demanded
Like prisoners in the courtyard standing over a meal
Guarding pain like a drug, ferocious and irrational
There is no reasoning in the vindictive nature exposed
A part of me, wants to believe
There is an eventual redemption in man
A kind soul merely fighting to free itself
From the shackles of a failed life
I want to believe
That in the end,
There is a spark
of recognition
to the wrongs
Inflicted
Knowing, the oblivious will roll into that oblivion
Unaware, unrepentant, uncaring to the destruction they caused
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The petty grifter,
the ghetto robin hood
The self made
Victim-Hero
Living down
to movie hoods
False representations
Living down
To some fucked up
NotionOf the proud, movie gangster
When youth passes, what is left of the unresolved anger?
The lost years, the blame carried around the heart
Will you leave that pain behind?
Walk away from the truth?
Those delusions
Have eroded
The soul
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The beef eaters,
the hamburger King and Queen
The Preacher in the streets
Smoking crack and slinging smack
Time moves slowly, Life moves slower
He suffers great pain in his martyrdom
With fake gold chains, He preaches in the gutter
Takes advantage of the elderly
Dines like Royalty to swine
A track suit con man
A self perceived O.G.
From a different age
The player, the shark
The failed man
He rambles, and preaches in the streets
He threatens, and postures in the shadows
Petty squabbles over a handful of dollars
Misspent anger and aggression over pride
The man that demands respect
Isn't deserved respect
Prove your benevolence, act as a servant of God
If that is the lie you preach in the gutters
Jesus can't shield your ugliness, your failure
as a man, it is pronounced in your prison stances
The ugly dog is viscous when the meal is threatened
An inglorious pimp, a bully among the beaten
His gold chains merely fake, like his convictions
The track suit gangster, the middle aged nothing
Going down, barking to the end of it all
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Dangerous intersections
With marked up, lowered down
beat up cars with questionable stripes
Gunning their engines to look tough
Until they see the cruiser around the corner
Running their plates, then they're not so tough
The white boys from the suburbs
Down here scoring the junk
'An the beat goes on, and the street goes on
'An there is this same stretch of road in every city
In every small town
All across this country
That notorious strip
Where the beaten down dogs
of the bedraggled, hazy afterglows
Seek their shit, the suburbanites journey
After tweaked out nights and panic days
'Til the next fix, the next score
'Til the next morning
When it all starts again
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Eventually, you can't decide,
whether to be amused or sad over the affairs
Living hand to mouth, struggling to survive,
yet finding the money and time
To whip a Five hundred dollar ride into the same
pile of parts, yet with several thousand
Hard earned wages on speakers, on sub woofers,
and a glowing halogen underbelly that screams
I am poor, yet I strive for the flash of wealth,
to appear greater than the struggle
Winning, succeeding, somehow important
despite the mundane truth of existence
Understand,
Know the truth
Laugh, a deep laugh
Breathe in Life
Laugh, at the absurdity
Of all of THIS
We're all going to die.
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The insects quiet,
and slumber
Low vibrations
Distant rumblings
Uneven tides and misgivings
Give me the chance to understand
why you struggled,
and where you came from
The night time shade of trees,
Spiders, mosquitos, and larvae
Stories swirling
Suffocating
Endless charades
of goodwill
and good graces
Time stops
This moment
This still air
This sweltering
Humid loss
Of Summer
I am alive
I am alive-
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When I consider
The sheer capacity
Of human hatred
Towards our own
I look to the Holocaust
Not as a survivor,
A descendants voice
Dissident and raw
I cannot apologize,
I share that birthright
Understand, the horror
Of the gas chambers
The silent marches
The midnight train
To the death camps
When I am so cold, when Winter sinks into the bones
I am on that line, yet grateful for this chance
My blood was that same blood, shed over hate
That pain resonates in my very being, completes
The answer to self, belonging to the maligned
The hunted, the scorned, the blamed
I am a part of that suffering
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I fear that my pain is a burden
Monumental
Opened, unafraid
You saw me alone on the mountain
Knew in that instant, I was a ghost
That my memories were stolen
A pale reflection of a dead man
Strange energy emits from darkness
The deep recesses of so much pain
Purged, released from the remembrance
Clinging to hope, clinging to some semblance
Of a life that rewards and breaks the binds
On how to feel again, to love once more
To break the memory on how to hurt
We stagnate in still waters, unmoving
Energy, as a cross, splitting atoms
Denuding the shell, stripping the bark
Unraveling the distance between the self
The soul, and the layers of betrayal, loss
Separating the lived existence with the eternal
To return, to some sense of the self
Before the dark years
The selfless soul
Lingers on,
In Misery
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The singular, the abiding self, the loathing, the hunted, the scorned. Life, the speeding
starvation, the loneliness, the sense of continual, suffocating, LOSS. There is no stopping
the inevitable, with every glaring glance of “progress”, knowing, time is not stopping for
you. Every regret you've lived with is now the legacy you destroy yourself over. Time.
The minutes and seconds gone. Another hour, another day. The months turn into years
and the lines in your face tell you, the truth, of who you are, and where you have been.
There is no escaping the eyes, the furrowed brow, the smile lines, and crooked nose. The
face becomes a map, the chronicler of every abandoned dream, every faint notion of
hope, belonging, beloved, held in esteem, or ridiculed, or bereft of charm, of caring, of
sacrifice, or charity, lacking the character to stand tall, when the darker days approach,
the aging, the agenda of dying, of last chances, and the willful infliction of pain, of the
heart, to the soul, to the child, lost and bewildered, not knowing how to return home. The
screams, both muted and distorted, primal or dissonant, beleagured or raw, the screams
echo over the valley, leaving skin on the street, cries in the dark, the humid, polluted
nights, the rage and the decline, the alcohol, the drugs, the vice, the rackett, the slow
crawl towards oblivion.
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I know the guilt.
Of the Midwestern artist
A sense of worthlessness
Hopelessness.
Loneliness.
Falling into despair is easy when you're tired
I understand the feeling of letting goBeing Alone
I don't do the diatribe, of someone being there
The general tone and generic words
That makes you want to die even more
Life isn't easy, and nothing is promised
I wake up everyday wanting more
This humble abode, Life!
I can't save anyone,
I can only remain I
The sudden heat wave carries most of us down
Lower to the blistering concrete, the angry Sun
Condemns us all
You beat the heat on the street jumping from shade to shade
The nearly adequate downtown tree, the angled buildings
Hiding behind light poles to someway, somehow stop the burn
Tempers cool, it's the rising wave that ignites the spark
Several days of oppressive heat weakens even the drunkest
Most insane, crack head Annie on the drag, swinging wildly
Madly, into invisible foes attacking, daytime bats swooping
The dance, the sad pathetic dance of crippled poses, disjointed
Interpretive, spirit walking, exorcising demons, and screaming
For Justice! For Respect! For Hope!
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Five decades, from the last pitch to a mural
Commemorating greatness, of players and games
Long gone
Irony, in the charity that now calls
The old infield home
Once a refuge for the working poor
The west end kids
'An the struggling class
A game, yet a respite
From the grind
You see a mural
I see urban decay
Racism
Neighborhoods torn apart
For a promise
Of growth,
Commerce, Prosperity
That never arrived
You see a mural
I see a childhood
Beloved memories
'An the strain
Of old eyes
To see the past
To smell the popcorn
Hear the crack of the bat,
The way the sunlight
glared through
the stands
at dusk
Dreaming,
of simpler times
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Mom's apple pie and the catch with Dad
The warm wind from the West streaking in
Redemption in those endless, eternal Summer nights
Youth, patience, and immortality in the quiet times
Life stretches out before you, a map to understanding
Games, a ball, a bat, a glove and a redeeming spirit
You play the game of your Father, his Father, their Fathers
You give into the cycles of change, growth, of living down
To expectations not met with hope, but long days of struggle
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The highway
Rose up in racist tones
The under privileged
Stockpiled
Condensed
Bound
Neighborhoods
Condemned
Lives
Condemned
Hope?
With enlightenment, comes responsibility
Where greed can't overcome the human heart
Best intentions supersede the cut throat race
They were condemned on paper, in meetings
With fear, with racist hearts sealing the deal
'An the balance of life and death, years of torment
Laid out by white hands, laid bare over innocence
The feeble war
On education
To reward
To lift up
The fallen
That American Dream
shrouded in hunger
grasping for answers
listening for truth
hunting down love
searching
Finding nothing but menial jobs
Bills just out of reach, time wasted
And left to rot in the Summer heat
So many souls,
So many lost chances
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